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EXPLORING IMMEDIATE ARCHITECTURES
FROM SPLATTER TO CONGLOMERATES
A PERFORMANCE. THE MAKING OF SMALL ARCHITECTURES

CLAUDIA CARBONE AND ANGUS JAMES HARDWICKV

The work proposes the immediate
as an instigator to the production of Architecture. Introducing
improvisation as a technique for
exploring alternative processes and
interchanges in collective making.
The work is the result of an artistic
research practice as a performance.
The point of departure for this
experimental research is a
16000x300mm drawing representing the surface of a Melaleuca
Quinquenervia, an unmovable object documented in the interplay of
laser-photocopying and the action
of acetone transfer.
SURFACE in the act of extracting
figures, spaces, the project seeks to
exploit the drawings surface-layers
and sequences. In the act, singular
spatial events on the drawing are
viewed as an archaeological dig.
Questioning what is extracted or
merges with the surface, expanding
our understanding of the surface

as an active thing that accumulates
and catalogues material as the archive stated by Carolyn Steedman:
“The Archive is made from selected
and consciously chosen documentation from the past and also from
the mad fragmentations...It is indexed, and catalogued, and some
of it is lost.”1
INTERPRETATIONS During the
performance the surface will receive multiple actions and index’s,
some interpreted through digital
media, some direct action from the
performers, others subjected to
transformations and disruptions.
The actions are intended to be
intuitive as fragments and action
is imbedded in the scenography.
We see ‘the result’ as something
in transformation, time as a strong
parameter that creates an ordering
strata, always in flux.
PERFORMANCE Questions will

arise as the performers and audience react to the marks on the scenography and the superimposition
of projections. Defined by three
sequential acts the performance is
to appropriate the constructed scenography. These acts will include a
sequence of repeatable actions that
aim to uncover possibilities from
the elements as elastic or abrupt
found at the performance site. We
treat the site not as a pristine situation, rather as a field always in a
state of change, (self)modification,
and a mediation becoming a new
situation. Within the performance we allow for uncontrollable or
unpredictable micro events in our
exploration of immediate Architectures.
1 Carolyn Steedman, Dust: The
Archive and Cultural History(New
Brunswick and Manchester: Rutgers
University Press)2002,68.
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